In the breadth of 43 Kms., which is thin and like a neck, who connects to the Eastern region. It is so clear by the map of India. If this portion cut off, the land which is known as the land of seven sisters - Assam, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Munnepoor, Tripura, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh, be fully disconnect from India. Here are near about 200 tribes and his own name and languages. In Arunachal Pradesh 110, Nagaland 39, Tripura 19, Meghalaya 2, Mizoram 6, Assam 3, and in Munnepoor 8 tribes. In Nagaland generally they discuss in English or in Assamies language.

The people of this field are so much courageous. Not so this but also they have a separate type of life, social organization and religious. They are totally free minded. Mostly they don't follow the slavery of the British Government due to the last period. When another people disturbed in his life or when the absorption come in his life, they began to ready in the opposition. It is attached with the another country's frontier, so it is also sensitive and also a good strategic importance field. But it is the matter of great misfortune, we don't care of to this field also after independent.

The British found a tribal insurgency in this field in 1832 A.D. when the empire of British Government was about to Syltare (Now in Assam). They wanted a way in this area and the way was by the Naga hills, so the many tribes started opposition for this work. A battle in 1855, in Khonoma (Third battle) there were not so bloody battle here before it.
When becomes in the reference of tribal insurgency in the region of Eastern Frontier, we found there are so much factor as National opposition, Christianism and a Foreigners, are also affiliated in this factor. The insurgency of this field are not so any event furthurly but also before the British period.

After independent of the problem of Nagaland, was so explosive, it was like a home war. It comes on large pattern if late Shri Jai Prakash Narayan were not affiliated on the basis of non-government. He started it in the form of Nagaland, Shanti mission. At last it is solved by Government. It was out of the image that the movement of Assam will come in this form (in organized and well developed way). Like so insurgencies comes out in the Tripura, Muneepore, Meghalaya, Arunanchal Pradesh and Mizoram. Today the movement of Assam are coming in the total Eastern region.

The movement of Assam comes out mainly on the question of citizenship, about those who comes in this region after independent from another country, and in those who are the original of this field. A.A.S.U. (All Assam student Union) in the main factor, who comes in the light opposition of the Government take up this question. It is a doubtness factor for this question and for its event that the foreigners hand are also in this.

For the events which comes in this field in ancient period and after independent I have tried to light up on these factors (Events). Now todays it is a disturbe field for the government.

First of all I tried to discuss about the Area of study in which field discussion, Administration with the historical and geographical back grounds and second about the Land like Soil, Climate, Irrigation and Geological structure. And in third step for the Economic resources as Water, Forest, Agriculture, Animal, Mineral,
Export Import and the about another taxes( in ancient period).In the next chapter about the races and tribes. In 5th. about the transport and Communication which were/are used by different ways as military or Commercial. In next chapter 6th. political relation and pattern of defence in 7th. Social and Cultural pattern and in the last conclusion and suggestion for the security problem of India.

According to my opinion first of all I have tried to take up this matter," The Security Problem of the Eastern Frontier of India". After my hard labour if it is not fulfill and if in another ways it gives for those who want to known about the thesis and gives something to them. I shall follow for the success of my labour.

In the period of this thesis for those and ideas for him who is in my heart it is impossible to clear it it, Honourable Guru Major Suresh Babadur Retired Head of the Department of Military Science of D.A.V. College, Kanpur supported me how much I cannot write. For the supervision of Dr. Bhawani Sewak Singh M.A.Ph-D. who is my supervisor, the act of kindness, guidance and courage who made me able for this work. For Geographical sketch Dr. V.P. Singh Head of the Department Geography P.B.D. College and for the library, guidance Dr. Jai Mangal Singh Principal P.B. Degree College.

And for the help of Assembly Library Mr. Jai Narain Tiwari, Member of Legislature Assembly, Legislative field Isseuly I am very cardially express my obligation for the above help in completing my thesis.

I am anticipated for the above these respected persons who helped me direct or indirect for this work and anticipation
of Dr. Bhawani Sewak, on the top who excited and made very well supervision in this work.

And many many thanks for the super power of the World known as ‘GOD’ who give me power and courage, make us able to write this theses.
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